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About the Release

These Release Notes contain information about new features, enhancements, and reported issues resolved in this release of the Registration and Title System Point of Sale (RTS POS).

For more information about the RTS POS, refer to the Online Help and to the Release Notes are located under the Release Notes & Support tab on the TAC Hub (www.txdmv.gov/tax-assessor-collectors).

RTS POS Overview

The refactored RTS POS is a web-based application designed to process vehicle registrations, titles, and temporary permits for Texas motorists through a series of web pages. RTS POS provides functions for cash accounting, funds allocations, and a full audit trail along with inventory control for license plates, windshield/plate stickers, and temporary permits.

The RTS POS application displays when you log in to the RTS workstation.

To display reference information about using the RTS POS, click in the upper right corner of the web browser to minimize the application and click the RTS Refactoring Help icon on your desktop.

The RTS Refactoring Resources page (on the TAC Hub) displays FAQ documents composed of questions submitted by the county tax offices, as well as materials presented during RTS POS webinars (including the training guides, slide decks for presentations, and other recorded webinar sessions). The original Release Notes are also available on this page.

Click the Job Aids tab to locate important quick references to help you log in and work with the RTS POS.
When logged in to the RTS POS, you can get specific application level help by clicking Help on the page you are viewing or the entire user assistance web site by selecting Help > User Guide on the main page action bar.

**NOTE:** It is important to visit this Resources page frequently for updates and new materials.

## 1 Enhancements in RTS POS 9.9.0

| 488 | **Previous:** A Closed County Sales Tax report did not exist in Cognos for county users to generate and view the sales tax amounts collected by other counties on their behalf when their county was closed.  
**Change:** A county user can generate a Closed County Sales Tax report in Cognos, so they can view the sales tax amounts collected by other counties on their behalf when their county was closed. |
| 22133 | **Previous:** RTS defaults the odometer reading to EXEMPT when a vehicle is 10 years old or older and prevents the ability for a user to enter an odometer reading or change the odometer brand.

**Change:** Effective January 1, 2021, a vehicle with a model year of 2011 or newer will not become exempt until the vehicle is 20 years old. A 2011 model year vehicle will not become exempt until January 1, 2031, a 2012 model year vehicle will not become exempt until 2032, and so on. RTS will require an odometer reading and brand to be entered and will not allow the vehicle to be marked as EXEMPT. RTS will continue to default the odometer reading to EXEMPT for 2010 model year and older vehicles, vehicles that were previously exempted, and vehicles with a gross vehicle weight greater than 16,000 pounds.

If a 2011 model year vehicle is issued an out of state title that records the mileage as exempt, the odometer reading should be captured at the time of title application and the odometer brand recorded as Not Actual Mileage. Vehicles with odometer brands recorded as Not Actual Mileage or Exceeds Mechanical Limits will remain on the vehicle record, even after the vehicle meets odometer exemption requirements. |

| 25169 | **Previous:** The personalization fee for plates is $40 per year per vehicle. $38.75 was deposited/credited to the General Revenue Fund and $1.25 was deposited/credited to the TxDMV Fund.

**Change:** RTS has updated the account item code SPL0090C so all personalization fees charged for vehicles per year will be deposited/credited to the $40 personalization fee revenue. |
### Previous: An Export Only brand was not reported to the National Motor Vehicle Title System (NMVTIS) when a salvage or nonrepairable vehicle was sold for export only. These vehicles were marked with the Export Only remark on the vehicle record and reported with a Junk brand to NMVTIS.

**Change:** A new NMVTIS brand code 56 - Export Only Vehicle will be reported to NMVTIS for salvage and nonrepairable vehicles sold for export only. The vehicle record will continue to include the Export Only remark and NMVTIS will receive both the Junk brand code 08 and the new brand code 56.

The NMVTIS Inquiry Error Report will show an error if NMVTIS returns a brand code 56 for a salvage or nonrepairable vehicle. These transactions should be sent to the NMVTIS HelpDesk.

### Previous: County users did not have the option to download reports to the local computer. They were only able to print the reports on the printer located in the office.

**Change:** A County user can download reports in a PDF at their computer and review the reports without having to print the reports.

When a user selects a report and clicks the “Save as PDF” button, the reports will download into the PDF format.
**Previous:** When a customer renews registration late at the county, they were only able to renew for the current registration period.

**Change:** COVID-19 is an invalid reason for vehicle registration being renewed late if the vehicle has been operated. The vehicle will be registered for a full 12 months and the month of expiration will remain the same. To avoid having a customer make another trip to the county, we are allowing customers to renew for the subsequent period when registration is in the renewal window for the next registration period.

A customer will be able to renew expired registration with a passing vehicle inspection. If a vehicle registration expired in January 2020 and the customer renews the registration 11 months late in December 2020, the new registration sticker will expire in January 2021. The customer can opt to renew the registration for two periods since they are in the renewal window, and the registration sticker issued would expire in January 2022. Fees will be doubled, except for the P&H Fee as one sticker will be issued to the customer.

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 26197 | **Previous:** The Lone Star Carbon Fiber specialty license plate did not exist in RTS and IVTRS.  
**Change:** The Lone Star Carbon Fiber specialty license plate is available for the following Registration Classes. |
| 26423 | 25, 26 | Passenger  
35, 36 | Truck  
20, 22 | Moped, Motorcycle  
37, 38 | Trailer, Travel Trailer  
28, 41 | Private Bus |
Previous: The Sickle Cell Disease Awareness specialty license plate did not exist in RTS and IVTRS.

Change: The Sickle Cell Disease Awareness specialty license plate is available for the following Registration Classes.

| 25, 26 | Passenger |
| 35, 36 | Truck |
| 20, 22 | Moped, Motorcycle |
| 37, 38 | Trailer, Travel Trailer |
| 28, 41 | Private Bus |

Previous: The Zeta Phi Beta specialty license plate did not exist in RTS and IVTRS.

Change: The Zeta Phi Beta specialty license plate is available for the following Registration Classes.

| 25, 26 | Passenger |
| 35, 36 | Truck |
| 20, 22 | Moped, Motorcycle |
| 37, 38 | Trailer, Travel Trailer |
| 28, 41 | Private Bus |

Previous: County users did not have an RTS environment to be used for practicing RTS registration and title transactions as a training tool.

Change: RTS Practice and Learn (RTS PAL) will allow County users to practice registration and title transactions in a User Acceptance Test (UAT) environment outside of production. All existing county users will automatically be granted access to the RTS PAL system. County users will be provided a set of practice records to be shared among all county tax offices for training. A document identifying the practice records will be provided to the county tax offices at a later date.
County users will access the RTS PAL environment from their desktop from the following icon:

**NOTE**: Effective January 1, 2021 the RTS PAL icon will be visible. A memo will be sent out at a later date to county users with more thorough access instructions to the RTS PAL environment.
The RTS Practice and Learn (RTS PAL) label notifies users they are in the practice environment.

Features that are not available in RTS PAL include:

- Transactions will not update vehicle records
- Training requirements are disabled
  - The Report training button is disabled
  - The Review training button is disabled
- Print Immediate
- Web Dealer
- Web Agent
- Link to MyPlates
- IVTRS
- Printing
The following information concerns initial programming for the digital license plate program. A separate communication detailing the availability of digital license plates will occur prior to the start of the digital license plate program.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DLP-13, 14, 50, 57 &amp; 58</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Previous:</strong> Digital License Plates are a new technology not previously available in Texas. Customers wanting information on digital license plates may visit <a href="http://www.reviver.com">www.reviver.com</a>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Change:</strong> The 86th Legislature passed Senate Bill (SB) 604 requiring the TxDMV to adopt rules to allow a registered vehicle to be equipped with a digital license plate that is placed on the rear of the vehicle if the vehicle is part of a commercial fleet, owned or operated by a government entity, or is not a passenger vehicle.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A vehicle registered with a digital license plate must continue to display a metal license plate on the front of the vehicle, if the vehicle is required to have two license plates. Vehicles with a windshield are not required to display a sticker on the vehicle and printing of windshield stickers will be suppressed at time of issuance.

RTS will determine if the vehicle is eligible for a digital license plate. At this time, a digital license plate may only be displayed on fleet vehicles (except for apportioned, combination, and forestry vehicles), governmental vehicles with exempt registration, and vehicles that are not passenger vehicles.
RTS POS changes include the following:

- A new checkbox indicator will be pre-selected if the vehicle has a digital license plate installed by the vendor. The checkbox gives a visual indication of the digital license plate and is disabled on the REG039 and TTL008 screens.
• The digital license plate indicator will be removed automatically when the following transactions occur:
  o Salvage transactions
  o TTL030 – Legal Restraint, Exported Title
  o TTL028 – Vehicle Junked
  o TTL029 – Title Surrendered
  o TTL014 – Crushed Date
  o REG005 – Cancel Registration
  o TTL002 – New Title
• Hard stops will require override authorization for vehicles with a digital license plate in the following events:
  o Renew
  o Exchange
• This release will not programatically collect the digital license plate Administrative Fee of $95; therefore, the fee must be collected using the Additional Collections event under the fee description “DLP ADMIN FEE.” A future RTS release will allow for the automated collection of the Administrative Fee.
A “Digital License Plate” remark will print on the receipt if applicable.

- Additional Collections Example
A “Digital License Plate” remark will display on a vehicle inquiry if applicable.